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To determine whether the pattern of CNS
acceleration in humans was recapitulated in other
lineages, we identified accelerated CNSs in
chimpanzee and mouse (1). We observed 1050
accelerated CNSs in chimpanzee, only 34 of
which were also accelerated in human, indicating
a general lack of overlap (table S1). However,
CNSs accelerated in chimpanzee were also
significantly enriched near neuronal cell adhesion
genes (expected = 54, observed = 70, P = 0.018).
This suggests independent accelerated evolution of neuronal cell adhesion functions in the
human and chimpanzee lineages. For the 4607
CNSs accelerated in mouse, we did not detect
any enrichment near neuronal cell adhesion
genes (P = 0.99).
It is unlikely that acceleration of neuronal
adhesion CNSs in humans and chimpanzees
resulted in the same neuronal phenotypes, because the CNSs accelerated in the
two lineages are largely disjoint and
would therefore have had different
consequences for brain development
and cognitive function. Our findings
do suggest that cis-regulatory and
other noncoding changes may have
contributed to the modifications in
brain development and function that
gave rise to uniquely human cognitive traits.

raits that distinguish humans from other CNSs were associated with genes involved in
primates originated in human-specific DNA neuronal cell adhesion, such as cadherins and
sequence changes. To investigate whether protocadherins, contactins, and neuroligins. To
gene regulatory or other functional noncoding quantify this observation, we constructed a
elements in the human genome bear the signature composite neuronal adhesion GO term by inof accelerated evolution, we determined the tersecting GO cell adhesion genes with genes
occurrence of human-specific substitutions in annotated in the Entrez Gene database as
110,549 conserved noncoding sequences (CNSs) having evidence of neuronal function. We
previously identified by whole-genome sequence chose this approach because neuronal adhesion
genes are poorly annotated in GO. We found a
comparisons (1).
To identify CNSs that accelerated
in the human lineage, we developed
a test statistic that evaluated the likelihood of observing the configuration
of human-specific substitutions present in a given CNS. We assigned
each CNS a human-acceleration P
value based on the probability of
observing a configuration of equal
or smaller likelihood under the null
model of constrained evolution (1).
We identified 992 elements with a
significant excess of human-specific
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